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Education is the most important part of our life. Without education a person is like a body without soul. To survive in today’s environment, we need education. Today the education system has changed from traditional education to the IT world all the people either living in rural or urban can gain same education from higher university sitting in different places of the world. Traditional education was limited to the class room or school boundaries. Traditional education was limited to only to the urban places because the people living in the rural area were not able to get connected with the changes in the education so they were living in the backward condition. Online in today world is the very important part of life as today world is facing COVID -19 problem due to which in every field people are facing lot of problem .In such pandemic environment students and teacher are unable to go to school, college and University so to connect students with teacher IT has helped lot to this due to which students are able to gain knowledge In spite of being sitting far or anywhere in the corner of World. In today’s world education is important for each and every person either poor or rich to gain that e- learning is the best way as it is cheap and student can gain education at any time whenever they need. E- Learning is available all 7*24 days so gain education and develop the country.